
Corporate Tax Reform
Should Come First

By Diana Furchtgott-Roth

President Obama, newly elected to a second
term, is dueling with House Speaker John A. Boe-
hner, R-Ohio, whose party retained its significant
majority in that chamber.

To avoid the fiscal cliff — the combination of tax
increases and spending cuts due to take place on
January 1 — Obama wants to allow the top indi-
vidual tax rate for joint filers making more than
$250,000 to increase to more than 40 percent (in-
cluding the Clinton-era 39.6 percent rate, the new
Medicare tax, and the phaseout of the full value of
personal exemptions and itemized deductions).
Boehner wants to lower taxes and broaden the base.

This is more than policy — it’s a power struggle
between two titans. Obama wants to force Boehner
to go back on his party’s historic opposition to tax
rate increases in order to destroy the GOP’s com-
mitment to its signature issue. Boehner’s members
were elected on a ‘‘no new taxes’’ mandate and will
be in a weak position for reelection, both in the
primaries and the general election, if they compro-
mise.

Why don’t Boehner and Obama take a deep
breath, step back, and start with one point on which
they agree: corporate tax reform, for which there is
far greater concurrence than individual tax reform.
Both parties want to lower corporate tax rates,

because both agree that the U.S. corporate tax is out
of line with the taxes of our OECD partners.

The politics of individual tax reform are like
dynamite, but the politics of corporate tax rates are
less explosive.

Senate Finance Committee Chair Max Baucus,
D-Mont., agrees that the corporate tax needs to be
changed.1 In June Baucus said that in response to
globalization, other countries have modernized
their tax laws, but the United States has not, and
that as a result, we’re losing revenue to tax havens
and losing jobs to foreign companies. ‘‘In the past
two decades, the number of U.S.-based companies
on the Fortune Global 500 list has declined by 20
percent. . . . When it comes to international tax
rules, we seem to have the worst of all worlds. We
haven’t kept up, and it’s time to change,’’ he said.

The table on the next page compares some major
provisions of current corporate tax law to proposals
by Obama and House Ways and Means Committee
Chair Dave Camp, R-Mich. The plans are very
different, but the fact that both call for reductions in
the tax rate suggests that perhaps the parties can
find agreement.

The top corporate tax rate is 35 percent. Obama
has proposed reducing it to 28 percent, Camp to 25
percent. Obama would keep the system of world-
wide taxation, while Camp would move to a terri-
torial system, with 95 percent of foreign profits
exempt from tax. Obama would raise taxes on oil
and gas companies and eliminate deductions for
companies that move overseas.

Why are the prospects for corporate tax reform
brighter?

First and most important, corporate tax topics are
more complex and arcane, making the differences
between the two parties’ plans less obvious to the
general public. Proposed changes are not as simple
as raising individual tax rates. The differences be-
tween the Obama and Camp corporate tax reform
proposals are mostly ‘‘in the weeds’’ — that is, very
few groups know or care about them. Voters in
Kentucky don’t know about the difference between
worldwide and territorial taxation and probably
haven’t heard of earnings stripping by expatriated
entities (those topics don’t make for very good

1See Baucus’s remarks to the Bipartisan Policy Center (June
11, 2012), Doc 2012-12500, 2012 TNT 113-24.
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sound bites). On the other hand, many people know
whether individual taxes have gone up, gone down,
or stayed the same.

Just look at the Tax Reform Act of 1986, widely
viewed as a reduction in taxes, because the top
individual marginal tax rate was reduced to 28
percent. In fact, TRA 1986 was revenue neutral
because of increases in business taxes, but most
Americans are unaware of that.

Second, both Democrats and Republicans know
that U.S. corporate tax rates are too high. Every year
our corporate tax system becomes more of an
outlier among the 34 countries that make up the
OECD. In April, after Japan lowered its tax rate, the
United States was left with the highest tax rate in
the OECD — 35 percent, with a worldwide tax
system. The average corporate tax rate among
OECD countries is 24 percent. Canada, our largest
trading partner, has a 15 percent corporate tax rate,
as does Germany. Both tax income on a territorial,
rather than a worldwide, basis.

Third, another advantage of corporate tax reform
is that it will probably bring in some revenue, at
least in a dynamic sense. Bringing U.S. corporate
tax rates in line with worldwide rates will attract
some investment back here and will discourage
other investment from leaving.

The Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investi-
gations has estimated that U.S. companies hold
around $1.7 trillion of earnings offshore from foreign
operations. No one knows how much of that would

be repatriated with a lower U.S. tax rate, but corpo-
rations would surely repatriate more of it than they
do now, adding to investment and employment.

Camp has proposed exempting 95 percent of
repatriated dividends as an inducement to corpora-
tions holding significant earnings abroad.2 Simi-
larly, Sen. Mike Lee, R-Utah, has proposed reducing
the tax on repatriated earnings to 5 percent.3 Even if
only half the funds held abroad — $850 billion —
were repatriated, that would exceed the stimulus in
the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of
2009, and the federal government would get billions
in tax revenues.

The United Kingdom has raised corporate tax
revenue with its switch to a territorial tax system. It
changed to a territorial tax system in 2009, in
response to U.K. firms moving offshore. Corporate
tax revenues as a share of GDP rose from 2.5 percent
of GDP in 2009 to 2.9 percent of GDP in 2011.4
There’s no reason America can’t do the same.

Although corporate tax reform is less toxic than
individual reform, it will not be easy. One major

2Ways and Means Committee, ‘‘Technical Explanation of the
Ways and Means Discussion Draft Provisions to Establish a
Participation Exemption System for the Taxation of Foreign
Income’’ (Oct. 26, 2011), Doc 2011-22550, 2011 TNT 208-28.

3S. 1837, the Rebuilding America Act, Doc 2011-24107, 2011
TNT 222-23.

4Tax Foundation, ‘‘The United Kingdom’s Move to Territo-
rial Taxation,’’ Nov. 14, 2012.

Current and Proposed Corporate Tax Provisions
Current Camp Plan Obama Plan

Maximum corporate tax rate 35 percent 25 percent 28 percent
System Worldwide: all earnings,

foreign and domestic, are
taxed

Territorial Worldwide, with domestic
and foreign earnings taxed at
different rates

Domestic earnings Taxed at 35 percent top
marginal rate

Taxed at 25 percent top
marginal rate

Taxed at 28 percent top
marginal rate

Foreign earnings Taxed at 35 percent top
marginal rate once
repatriated

Exempts 95 percent of
foreign profits; taxes
remaining 5 percent of
profits at 25 percent

Taxed at minimum rate, not
yet specified

Credit for foreign taxes Yes No Yes
Deduction for moving
expenses overseas

Yes Yes No; also offer 20 percent
income tax credit for
expenses of moving
operations back to the
United States

Repatriation holiday No Proposal: Companies could
repatriate at a 5.25 percent
tax rate during a tax holiday;
payments would be made in
eight annual installments

No proposal

Sources: House Ways and Means Committee, ‘‘Technical Explanation of the Ways and Means Discussion Draft Provisions to
Establish a Participation Exemption System for the Taxation of Foreign Income’’ (Oct. 26, 2011), Doc 2011-22550, 2011 TNT 208-
28; White House and Treasury, ‘‘The President’s Framework for Business Tax Reform’’ (Feb. 2012), Doc 2012-3711, 2012 TNT
36-18.
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obstacle is small businesses, which file under the
individual tax code at a top rate of 35 percent, and
soon will increase to more than 40 percent. Small
businesses naturally ask why their top tax rates
should be higher than proposed corporate tax rates
of 25 or 28 percent. And it’s a good question — there
are problems with having business rates so far
apart. Converting to a C corporation has its costs, so
those businesses cannot simply become corpora-
tions and get taxed at the lower rate.

It would be comforting to think the efficiency of
various tax alternatives carries major weight in the
formulation of tax policy. But politics trumps good
tax policy, as can be seen from the mess that is the

tax code, the tax provisions that lean toward extinc-
tion only to be revived at the last moment, and
healthcare reform, which will impose a practically
impossible burden on the IRS come 2014 (a subject
for another day).

All major tax reform is fraught with difficulty,
with competing winners and losers. In the corpo-
rate tax realm, capital-intensive industries battle
service industries, and small business battles big
business. But with Obama and Boehner staring each
other down in a massive game of chicken over
individual rates, it might just be easier to tackle
corporate tax reform first.
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